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bombing campaign against British cities--Britain had over 2,000 barrage
balloons at the ready, and tens of thousands of men and women to deploy
them, to protect ports, harbors, cities, and industrial sites. The gasbags
spooked Luftwaffe pilots, who believed they were aerial mines designed to
electrocute air crews. When German planes shot them down, crews often
raised new ones the next day. The barrage balloons also proved effective
against German V-1 rocket attacks in 1944. Almost 2,000 “strato-sentinels”
curtained London and brought down hundreds of the flying buzz bombs.
The United States’ lack of preparedness for World War II included a
wholesale neglect of barrage balloons. There was none at Pearl Harbor
when the Japanese attacked on December 7, 1941. Almost immediately
afterwards, the Army ordered all available balloons to strategic sites on the
coasts and asked that Britain send as many as they could spare.
The US military took its new barrage balloons overseas into combat and
used them to protect convoys, beachheads, and any other large operation
susceptible to enemy attack by air. Henry Parham of the 320th Barrage
Balloon Battalion was one among several thousand Allied soldiers landing
on the beaches of Normandy on June 6, 1944 whose job it was to forest the
Three years after Germany launched the first airplane attack in history—the
bombing of Paris on August 30, 1914—British air defense forces invented the barrage
balloon. The concept was simple: block enemy planes by raising steel cables
tethered to lighter-than-air blimps. The higher the balloons went, the more airspace
you could deny to the enemy, forcing pilots to higher altitudes and less accuracy. The
cables themselves were deadly. Merely touching one with a wing could send a plane
spiraling to the ground. If shot, the hydrogen-filled balloons could explode, taking out
nearby aircraft.
When, on September 7, 1940, Hitler launched the Blitz—a massive strategic

skies with floating pickets. One downside to blimps was that they gave away
positions, allowing German artillerymen at Normandy, for example, to fire
effectively at the armada in the English Channel before they ever spotted
the ships themselves.
Although blimps didn’t disappear, the heyday of the barrage balloon
ended with jet planes and sophisticated tracking technologies. The balloons
themselves became government surplus, sold off to car dealers for
advertising or recycled into dresses, raincoats, tarps, and tents. Few today
remember when they stood watch in the skies, a critical defensive weapon
of World War II.
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A barrage balloon flies over USS LST-325 and USS LST-388
as they unload supplies at low tide, Normandy, France, June 12, 1944.

For more on the 320th Barrage Balloon
Battalion, see Linda Hervieux’s Forgotten: The
Untold Story of D-Day’s Black Heroes, at
Home and at War. Published in 2015,
Hervieux’s book, which includes information
on Henry Parham, is the first devoted to this
African American unit that assaulted the
enemy on D-Day.
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